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Free reading Facing the giants bible study
guide (2023)
using movie themes and group interaction this 4 week study will help group members
conquer their fears face their giants and grow their faith the member book also
includes leader helps and icebreakers to enhance your small group experience you have a
giant in your life an adversary that s diminishing your ability to live fully in christ
whatever it may be rejection fear anger comfort or addiction this giant stands between
you and god s promise and it must fall like with david and the israelites god has a
better plan for you than to stand and be taunted day after day by a 9 foot goliath god
s plan for you is to live in victory in this six session video bible study streaming
code included pastor louie giglio reveals a twist in the story of david and goliath
that will help you and your study group see how god works victories in the lives of his
people this study guide has everything you need for a full bible study experience
including the study guide itself with discussion and reflection questions activities
video notes and a leader s guide an individual access code to stream all six video
sessions online you don t need to buy a dvd each session will equip you with practical
hands on steps to take after engaging in passages from the bible and louie s video
talks which show how living free from our giants means putting our hope in jesus when
we do we get to watch goliath fall sessions and video run times dead but still deadly
22 30 fear must fall 23 00 rejection must fall 20 00 comfort must fall 20 00 anger must
fall 22 30 addiction must fall 22 00 watch on any device streaming video access code
included access code subject to expiration after 12 31 2027 code may be redeemed only
by the recipient of this package code may not be transferred or sold separately from
this package internet connection required void where prohibited taxed or restricted by
law additional offer details inside everyone has a goliath a problem so overwhelming it
is seemingly gigantesque in its magnitude facing your giants study guide has the
answers that believers need in order to face the giants in life whether your
overwhelming problem is grief that you just can t deal with divorce that has ravaged
your family or an addiction that has a vice like clamp on your will power facing your
giants study guide will teach you to look past your problem towards the solution based
on the life of david this study guide is guaranteed to provide inspiration to succeed
against even the most threatening difficulty uses the biblical story of david and
goliath to offer hope to those facing obstacles in their lives and help them lean on
god in the face of hardships and tragedy many readers of the bible believe that
interpreting the scriptures well simply involves a two way dialogue between themselves
and the text implied in this view is the idea that we can simply jump over two thousand
years of biblical interpretation however if we believe that god has been speaking
through the bible to devout believers throughout history it would seem that we should
find a way to identify the insights they perceived in the text so that we can learn to
read these sacred texts with them drawing on resources from reception theory the goal
of reading the bible with the giants is to enable the contemporary reader to interpret
the bible in dialogue with those who have gone before us how long has your goliath
dominated your days and pilfered your peace like david you know well the presence of
goliath your goliath doesn t carry a sword or shield he brandishes blades of
unemployment abandonment or depression your giant doesn t parade up and down ancient
hills he prances through your office your bedroom your classroom he brings bills you
can t pay addictions you can t resist a past you can t shake and a future you can t
face how long has your goliath stalked you invaded your first thought of the morning
and last worry of the night david knows a little something about facing giants the
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shepherd boy seemingly had little to offer against the nine foot nine inch goliath you
could read his story and wonder what god saw in him throughout his life david fell as
often as he stood stumbled as often as he conquered but for those who know the threat
of a goliath david gives this reminder focus on giants you stumble focus on god your
giants tumble are you ready to face your giant let david s story inspire you the same
god who helped him will help you extended study guide included fresh and humorous
packed with inspiring anecdotes and uplifting reminders slaying your giants is a
spiritual survival guide that provides biblical solutions to talking those giants that
keep you from entering into a bountiful country a land flowing with milk and honey
although these aren t physical battles they are just as real as the ones israel
eventually fought to enter the promised land problems that look bigger and more
powerful than you but remember jesus has promised that he who is in you is greater than
he who is in the world study guide with discussion questions sold separately it s
likely you have a threatening giant in your life an adversary or stronghold that s
diminishing your ability to live a full and free life frozen in the grip of rejection
fear anger comfort or addiction you ve lost sight of the promise god has for your life
demoralized and defeated you ve settled for far less than his best god has a better
plan for you a plan for you to live in victory that s why he has silenced your giant
once and for all in this six session video bible study pastor louie giglio uncovers a
newfound twist in the classic story of david and goliath he shows how the key to living
free from our giants is not better slingshot accuracy but keeping our eyes on the one
and only giant slayer jesus put your hope in him and watch goliath fall louie walks us
toward the road to redemption through godly wisdom and relatable transparency he doesn
t just help us conquer the goliaths in our life he shares his own this book offers
freedom for anyone who is willing to face their giants lecrae grammy award winning
artist songwriter and producer sessions include dead but still deadly fear must fall
rejection must fall comfort must fall anger must fall addiction must fall designed for
use with the goliath must fall video study sold separately fight fear destroy
discouragement win against worry and disarm your doubts the bible warns us of giants in
the land and whether they re literal like goliath or figurative like fear loneliness
and temptation their goal is the same to crush god s people beloved bible teacher and
pastor dr david jeremiah shows you how to stand up to these bullies and win with god s
help whichever giant is intimidating you the message of slaying the giants in your life
is that god has the strength to bring you victory you never walk alone and never have
to live defeated learn to fight your fear destroy your discouragement liberate yourself
from loneliness win against worry guard against guilt resist your resentment these are
daunting giants but thankfully you have access to god s word which is a wealth of
knowledge encouragement and power with god on your side you never walk alone or in
weakness stand against the giants that seek to discourage you if you could spend a few
minutes with the giants of faith in the old testament in person what lessons would they
share with you in learning from the giants john c maxwell draws on fifty years of
studying the bible to share the stories of elijah elisha job jacob deborah isaiah jonah
joshua and daniel these people fought and won epic battles served kings and endured
great hardships for god to come out on the other side transformed through his grace
through them maxwell explores timeless lessons we can learn about leadership ourselves
and our relationship with god pastor louie giglio examines the story of david and
goliath to reveal how we must slay the giants of fear rejection complacency anxiety
anger and addiction in our lives facing lions giants other big dudes is a fun 8 week
fill in the blank circle the answer workbook it captivates kids with exciting bible
adventures and walks them through kid focused application questions to discover how
they personally can live with courage david reveals how to face personal giants joshua
shows kids how to deal with daunting walls jehoshaphat teaches what to do when you re
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outnumbered and with peter kids learn how to say the right thing despite opposition
facing lions giants other big dudes will help your students become courage superstars
here s what others say it was cool how these men had courage to conquer their enemies
with god s help alexander walsh student age 9 rochester hills mi adventure filled bible
stories captured my sons attention made them think about living out courage in their
lives loved the clear explanation of accepting jesus as savior kevin meek campus pastor
the orchard evangelical free church arlington heights il this series is great one of a
kind i love how scripture s presented discussed reviewed and applied to everyday life
don pedde campus pastor woodside bible church warren mi it d be great if churches got
hold of this series and made books available for children in the summer joelle benson
mom of 4 sioux falls sd talented children s writer great communicator of god s word
language flow and humor were so inviting for my children mary hankins homeschool mom
rochester hills mi creative varied interactions with scripture really help kids make
god s truth their own karen shive family counselor oakland mi how do we overcome those
battles in our lives that we always seem to be fighting learn to overcome the giants in
your life the fears and insecurities that keep you from reaching your full potential it
s likely you have a threatening giant in your life an adversary or stronghold that s
diminishing your ability to live a full and free life frozen in the grip of rejection
fear anger or addiction we lose sight of the promise god has for our lives demoralized
and defeated we settle for far less than his best in goliath must fall pastor louie
giglio uncovers a newfound twist in the classic story of david and goliath it is not
god s plan for you to live with a giant standing in the middle of your life
demoralizing you day after day our freedom and god s glory are forever interwoven into
one story god does want us to live free he wants us to recognize that he s already
killed the giant in goliath must fall discover hope and encouragement that god has a
better plan for you a plan for you to live in victory powerful insights from the
biblical story of david how to silence your giants once and for all the key to living
free from our giants is not better slingshot accuracy but keeping our eyes on the one
and only giant slayer jesus once you understand the source of your giants you can
ensure that whatever your affliction is it can will and must fall with the power of
jesus put your hope in god and watch goliath fall motivational guru john c maxwell
finds inspiration and encouragement in the lives of old testament personalities if you
could spend a few minutes with biblical heroines ruth sarah mary and others what
valuable lessons would they share with you in the tradition of running with the giants
and learning from the giants john maxwell shares wisdom on life and leadership inspired
by the bible this time focusing solely on the stories of nine incredible women learn
how god blesses the promises you keep to him why you should follow your heart to find
your hope and how not to miss your moment with god read on your own or study with a
group using the provided faith building questions you ll enjoy the journey with maxwell
as he imagines what it would be like to visit heaven and meet giants of the faith who
had their lives transformed by god you ll gain insights from ruth for when you must
make a decision but don t know what to do sarah for when you can t understand god and
impatience threatens to overwhelm you mary for when god asks you to do something
outside of your comfort zone the women who influenced maxwell inspired this book and he
includes the perspectives of those closest to him in this volume they and the giants of
the faith who continue to inspire them will encourage you to fulfill your destiny and
leave a lasting positive impression on your family and the world overcome giants and
experience a life changing relationship with jesus christ when it comes to their
spiritual journey many men feel defeated hindered by giants they stand motionless
feeling like wimps instead of warriors whether they feel intimidated unmotivated or
just downright out of touch with what it means to pursue a relationship with god facing
goliath offers help to every man who wants to overcome his giants and experience a life
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changing relationship with jesus christ addressing topics like intellectual doubt fear
pride and selfishness men will find practical steps to discovering the answers to
questions of faith salvation and spiritual growth this discipleship game plan will help
men learn christian essentials in a way that appeals to those who are seeking what it
means to be a follower of jesus and those who have already found jesus and want to grow
the lord is greater than the giants you face 1 john 4 4 this inspirational blank
journal features a white bible verse on the front and a full cover image of a forest
filled with bluebells the light shining through the trees reminds us that god will
light our path use this versatile book for journaling taking sermon notes bible study
prayer requests or just writing down your hopes and dreams it s the perfect gift for
any occasion easter mother s day valentine s day first communion confirmation
graduation birthdays or christmas reliable standards book industry perfect binding the
same standard binding as the books in your local library tough matte paperback cover
crisp white paper with quality that minimizes ink bleed through the book is great for
artists and writers to use either pen or pencil features include 108 white pages with
light gray lines and a subtle leaf at the top of each page gorgeously designed cover 6
x 9 inch 15 2 x 22 9 cm dimensions the ideal size for all purposes fitting perfectly
into a bag purse or backpack the name goliath is synonymous with the topic of biblical
giants however when we view the text in its entirety it becomes clear that giants play
a much larger role within the narrative appearing in both the old and new testaments
they emerge in the bible not always in physical form but rather through the themes of
the high and low pride versus humility in this it becomes clear that god opposes the
proud but gives grace to the humble yet how do these gigantic stories add to the
narrative as a whole by studying the battles of the ancient world and the prose of
kings and prophets taylor j murray observes the pattern that runs through the very
fabric of the biblical text noting how it reveals the underpinning of the kingdom of
god indeed we must let the same mind be in us that was in christ jesus we must be small
so that we can make the kingdom big all of us deal with the threat of spiritual giants
in our lives loneliness doubt guilt temptation failure and more now revised and updated
this classic work from dr david jeremiah shows us the path to victory the bible states
in genesis chapter 6 that giants inhabited the earth both before and after the flood
recorded in noah s life who were these giants when and where did they live how did they
originate how large were they is there any archeological evidence of them what happened
to them rather than relying on speculation and theories as to the origin of the giants
and other questions concerning them this book takes a unique approach and seeks out
answers from a biblical standpoint what about giants in the bible takes the time to
explore the section of scripture from genesis chapter 6 that has been so difficult to
understand it is a study of the scriptures allowing the scriptures to reveal the
answers what about giants in the bible is a topic i have never studied and i m sure
many will be amazed as i was at how much information there is about giants in the bible
i have long held the position that true science never contradicts the scriptures when
they are rightly understood your presentation with the biblical evidence as well as
scientific and historical evidence gave me a much greater understanding and i was very
inspired by abraham moses joshua caleb and david in seeing their great trust in god as
they faced real physical giants your book was informative interesting and inspiring
mike verdicchio minister radio talk show host and author donnie makes quite a superb
presentation on giants in his book this should be considered by any serious student of
old testament history it is very informative and easy to follow a great addition to any
research library roger braker minister and author a six week bible study into the rich
content of the book if you give a girl a giant study the book individually or join with
a group to fully understand the weapons god gives us to face giants the giant of
discouragementthe giant of defeatthe giant of fearthe giant of selfwe are not equipped
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to fight the battle alone but god helps us outsmart and slay each giant who dares to
raise his ugly head unless we have god s weapons we will never reach the exceptional
potential he has planned for us fight for your life six weekssix days each week include
reading assignments and questions to take you deeper into the amazing truth from an
unknown passage in the old testament questionsdiscussionsprayershelp whether you are
teaching a sunday school class leading a small group discipling an individual or
studying on your own this study guide is designed for you each lesson consists of the
lesson text outline teacher s guide discipleship questions answer key and scriptures as
a bonus you can download pdfs of the outlines discipleship questions and scriptures for
each lesson in this study guide probably one of the most well known characters in the
bible is david he grew up a shepherd boy and defeated a giant named goliath and then
went on to be king of israel while king david made some serious mistakes however david
didn t try to place the blame on other people he took responsibility and shouldered the
blame himself by doing this he was described by god as a man after his own heart in
this book you will learn that god has a good plan for every individual but sometimes
you can thwart that plan by your own desire to fulfill certain desires and dreams but
god s grace can bring you back to the plan that god has for you even though david made
some mistakes and even cost people their lives he repented and was able to turn the
direction of those mistakes to want to serve the lord god s grace is evident through
the entire life of david rather than having to go through your own hard knocks the
author encourages the reader to learn from these life lessons from david if the bible
isn t a science book or an instruction manual what is it what do people mean when they
say the bible is inspired when new york times bestselling author rachel held evans
found herself asking these questions she embarked on a journey to better understand
what the bible is and how it s meant to be read what she discovered changed her and it
can change you too evans knows firsthand how a relationship with the bible can be as
real and as complicated as a relationship with a family member or close friend in
inspired evans explores contradictions and questions from her own experiences with the
bible including if the bible was supposed to explain the mysteries of life why does it
leave the reader with so many questions what does it mean to be chosen by god to what
degree did the holy spirit guide the preservation of these narratives and is there
something sacred to be uncovered beneath all these human fingerprints if the bible has
given voice to the oppressed why is it also used as justification by their oppressors
drawing on the best in biblical scholarship and using her well honed literary expertise
evans examines some of our favorite bible stories and possible interpretations
retelling them through memoir original poetry short stories and even a short screenplay
undaunted by the bible s most difficult passages and unafraid to ask the hard questions
evans wrestles through the process of doubting imagining and debating the mysteries
surrounding scripture discover alongside evans that the bible is not a static text but
a living breathing captivating and confounding book that can equip us and inspire us to
join god s loving and redemptive work in the world bible giants of faith this book
reveals how ordinary people in the bible seized the opportunity to move the hands of
god into performing miracles in their lives not only does god has unlimited power to
make things happen but people categorized as ordinary people can also break the world
record with their faith you can be sure that reading about great men and women of the
bible from this book will motivate you into putting your faith to practice and moving
the hands of god into performing his wonders in your life in the end you will realize
that god doesn t need all your fancy credentials to perform his miracles he only needs
your faith and action this is more than just a book the bible study guides you are up
for a faith challenge with this book handy grab your copy now recognize who you are
claim the capabilities you already have and learn to stand up to the challenges that
sometimes overwhelm you even when you yourself are the challenge the lord is bigger
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than the giants you face notebook journal diary to write in for organizing and
recording thoughts creative writing and or scheduling makes and amazing gift for any
occasion including christmas birthdays anniversaries and more 120 pages sized at a
perfect 6 x9 flexible paperback softcover binding there were giants in the earth in
those days and also after that when the sons of god came in unto the daughters of men
and they bare children to them gen 6 4 kjv it didn t take long after creation before
satan in his jealousy toward the newly created humans found a way to manipulate them
into trading perfection for the death that comes through sin but god still loved them
anyway satan vowed to find a way to destroy them himself so he charged one of his most
devious minions azazel with two tasks to reach his goal he was to teach the humans war
and corrupt the human bloodlines this led to the birth of the nephilim giants who were
to wreak havoc on the people of the earth standing in his way was enoch a man who
walked with god when azazel devises a plan to kill him he discovers that he is up
against an obstacle even larger than his giant sons the immovable faith of enoch and
his son methuselah with the help of the creator and a few giant friends of their own
they are able to triumph over colossal evil in this action packed adventure set during
the pre flood era of the earth goliath was not the only giant david faced in this
thirteen lesson curriculum discover how you too can face your giants in the strength of
the lord lesson topics include dare to answer god s call dare to take on giants dare to
serve the king dare to be a leader dare to listen to wise counsel dare to be a real
friend dare to love your enemies dare to stay clean dare to accept correction dare to
raise your children for god dare to be meek dare to show the way for others dare to
walk with god it has often been said that relationships are one of the most important
aspects of life and king david s story is a testament to this truth as an unforgettable
figure in the bible david is renowned for writing the psalms becoming the most
influential worship leader and conquering armies and a formidable giant yet in an
interesting look at david s journey the giant david could not kill author bob mitchell
reveals the tasks that david could not do alone and the lessons we can learn from them
as they are the moments in which relationships play a key role in david s life mitchell
s groundbreaking work offers a fresh retelling of the story of david showcasing a
broader perspective of not only the principles and truths within david s life but also
the people who helped david grow into the man of anointing and maturity that would
serve a grand purpose in god s eternal plan in uncommon bible study outlines and
messages jim burns equips leaders with great bible study topics and message ideas to
use with youth groups whether chosen as the main focus of the youth meeting or used to
supplement other material the ideas in this book will engage and stimulate students to
discover what the bible has to say about issues that impact their world spanning the
old and new testaments topics addressed include faith anger loneliness forgiveness self
image calling from god servanthood temptation suffering developing christian character
and much more these easily adaptable message outlines for large groups and bible study
outlines for small groups will empower youth workers as they plant seeds in the lives
of junior high and high school students what i appreciate about there were giants on
the earth in those days and also after that is that it is not only intelligible but is
enjoyable to read it doesn t require the reader to know a lot about eschatology but
provides them a learning experience as the author has done extensive research and study
to uncover the mysteries of the bible which has all the answers it tells what is going
to happen in the future the book deals with how lucifer was cast out of heaven when he
rebelled against god and how sin first entered into the world in the garden of eden it
shows how satan has battled against god and his plan to provide salvation through faith
in jesus christ subjects like giants in the land the flood false religions islam secret
societies ufos and others are discussed the federal reserve and haarp by which they are
trying to control the weather the rapture the new world order the mark of the beast and
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the antichrist are all dealt with according to the word of god i recommend the entire
book be read in order to experience the benefits of the author s laborious efforts to
cover the past the present and the future of our world rev david lathrem associate
pastor lee boulevard baptist church this book is a study on the development of great
faith which jesus simply defined as the understanding of authority did jesus really
mean it when he said we could do the same things he was doing is it really possible to
increase our faith to the point of producing the same miracles that he did is jesus
promise in luke 10 19 that of having authority over all the power of the devil with
nothing hurting us by any means really the truth and if so what is it that we are
missing why are so many of god s promises overlooked or always presented as something
for someday in the future and how come the church never seems to get there woudn t you
rather have real solutions for people as jesus did instead of just presenting well
thought out excuses on why god isn t doing what he promised wouldn t you like to have
the ability to literally set someone free from satan s power instead of just talking
about it or quoting some religious cliche on why god is allowing such a thing is it
really god who is allowing these awful things that happen to us or is it because we ve
dropped the ball somewhere and we don t really know what we re doing what does it
really take to be like jesus in his stead as he commanded us to be the answers are
found in the bible if we really want to know everyone thinks they have faith but we don
t want to find out when we need it the most that it just isn t there this is not a book
for lightweights if you re serious about god ministry and the ability to prove that the
gospel is true you need this book if you re waiting for god to show up and do something
about your storm you don t understand authority the policeman doesn t call the mayor to
come out and fix a traffic problem or make an arrest the policeman a person who has
been given authority has that power with him at all times jesus never asked god to heal
anyone he used his authority in most every situation and then told his disciples to go
and do the same thing so what are you going to do will you keep begging god or will you
finally learn what jesus clearly showed us to do all of your questions will be
thoroughly investigated and answered in this book with the authority of the scriptures
backing everything said jesus in his ministry on earth occasionally had the opportunity
to be pleased with some who had great faith but more frequently he encountered those
who only possessed a disappointing amount of little faith that should tell us that
there is more to be had and this common misunderstood idea of a small amount of faith
being good enough for anything is not what jesus actually said what jesus actually
meant is explained in the book do you know that faith is a choice based on real
knowledge faith is not this nebulous indifinable thing that everyone makes up at their
own discretion from whatever ideas they have floating around in their minds the very
word pistis which translates into english as faith means to know there are things you
need to know before you can choose to believe them and with knowledge great faith isn t
as far out of reach as you might think it is our purpose to help you gain such
knowledge in this book you will not be disappointed discover the real gospel you will
never be the same our first informal review on this book came from one of our editors
he said this i could tell i had more faith after reading the first couple of chapters
faith comes from hearing but you must hear the right things read and learn
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Facing the Giants Bible Study - Member Book 2013-02 using movie themes and group
interaction this 4 week study will help group members conquer their fears face their
giants and grow their faith the member book also includes leader helps and icebreakers
to enhance your small group experience
Goliath Must Fall Bible Study Guide plus Streaming Video 2022-09-13 you have a giant in
your life an adversary that s diminishing your ability to live fully in christ whatever
it may be rejection fear anger comfort or addiction this giant stands between you and
god s promise and it must fall like with david and the israelites god has a better plan
for you than to stand and be taunted day after day by a 9 foot goliath god s plan for
you is to live in victory in this six session video bible study streaming code included
pastor louie giglio reveals a twist in the story of david and goliath that will help
you and your study group see how god works victories in the lives of his people this
study guide has everything you need for a full bible study experience including the
study guide itself with discussion and reflection questions activities video notes and
a leader s guide an individual access code to stream all six video sessions online you
don t need to buy a dvd each session will equip you with practical hands on steps to
take after engaging in passages from the bible and louie s video talks which show how
living free from our giants means putting our hope in jesus when we do we get to watch
goliath fall sessions and video run times dead but still deadly 22 30 fear must fall 23
00 rejection must fall 20 00 comfort must fall 20 00 anger must fall 22 30 addiction
must fall 22 00 watch on any device streaming video access code included access code
subject to expiration after 12 31 2027 code may be redeemed only by the recipient of
this package code may not be transferred or sold separately from this package internet
connection required void where prohibited taxed or restricted by law additional offer
details inside
Facing Your Giants Study Guide 2006-11-19 everyone has a goliath a problem so
overwhelming it is seemingly gigantesque in its magnitude facing your giants study
guide has the answers that believers need in order to face the giants in life whether
your overwhelming problem is grief that you just can t deal with divorce that has
ravaged your family or an addiction that has a vice like clamp on your will power
facing your giants study guide will teach you to look past your problem towards the
solution based on the life of david this study guide is guaranteed to provide
inspiration to succeed against even the most threatening difficulty
Facing Your Giants 2006 uses the biblical story of david and goliath to offer hope to
those facing obstacles in their lives and help them lean on god in the face of
hardships and tragedy
Reading the Bible with Giants 2015-03-04 many readers of the bible believe that
interpreting the scriptures well simply involves a two way dialogue between themselves
and the text implied in this view is the idea that we can simply jump over two thousand
years of biblical interpretation however if we believe that god has been speaking
through the bible to devout believers throughout history it would seem that we should
find a way to identify the insights they perceived in the text so that we can learn to
read these sacred texts with them drawing on resources from reception theory the goal
of reading the bible with the giants is to enable the contemporary reader to interpret
the bible in dialogue with those who have gone before us
Facing Your Giants 2020-04-07 how long has your goliath dominated your days and
pilfered your peace like david you know well the presence of goliath your goliath doesn
t carry a sword or shield he brandishes blades of unemployment abandonment or
depression your giant doesn t parade up and down ancient hills he prances through your
office your bedroom your classroom he brings bills you can t pay addictions you can t
resist a past you can t shake and a future you can t face how long has your goliath
stalked you invaded your first thought of the morning and last worry of the night david
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knows a little something about facing giants the shepherd boy seemingly had little to
offer against the nine foot nine inch goliath you could read his story and wonder what
god saw in him throughout his life david fell as often as he stood stumbled as often as
he conquered but for those who know the threat of a goliath david gives this reminder
focus on giants you stumble focus on god your giants tumble are you ready to face your
giant let david s story inspire you the same god who helped him will help you extended
study guide included
Slaying Your Giants 2022-05-03 fresh and humorous packed with inspiring anecdotes and
uplifting reminders slaying your giants is a spiritual survival guide that provides
biblical solutions to talking those giants that keep you from entering into a bountiful
country a land flowing with milk and honey although these aren t physical battles they
are just as real as the ones israel eventually fought to enter the promised land
problems that look bigger and more powerful than you but remember jesus has promised
that he who is in you is greater than he who is in the world study guide with
discussion questions sold separately
Slaying Your Giants Study Guide 2015-04-30 it s likely you have a threatening giant in
your life an adversary or stronghold that s diminishing your ability to live a full and
free life frozen in the grip of rejection fear anger comfort or addiction you ve lost
sight of the promise god has for your life demoralized and defeated you ve settled for
far less than his best god has a better plan for you a plan for you to live in victory
that s why he has silenced your giant once and for all in this six session video bible
study pastor louie giglio uncovers a newfound twist in the classic story of david and
goliath he shows how the key to living free from our giants is not better slingshot
accuracy but keeping our eyes on the one and only giant slayer jesus put your hope in
him and watch goliath fall louie walks us toward the road to redemption through godly
wisdom and relatable transparency he doesn t just help us conquer the goliaths in our
life he shares his own this book offers freedom for anyone who is willing to face their
giants lecrae grammy award winning artist songwriter and producer sessions include dead
but still deadly fear must fall rejection must fall comfort must fall anger must fall
addiction must fall designed for use with the goliath must fall video study sold
separately
Goliath Must Fall Study Guide 2017-05-16 fight fear destroy discouragement win against
worry and disarm your doubts the bible warns us of giants in the land and whether they
re literal like goliath or figurative like fear loneliness and temptation their goal is
the same to crush god s people beloved bible teacher and pastor dr david jeremiah shows
you how to stand up to these bullies and win with god s help whichever giant is
intimidating you the message of slaying the giants in your life is that god has the
strength to bring you victory you never walk alone and never have to live defeated
learn to fight your fear destroy your discouragement liberate yourself from loneliness
win against worry guard against guilt resist your resentment these are daunting giants
but thankfully you have access to god s word which is a wealth of knowledge
encouragement and power with god on your side you never walk alone or in weakness stand
against the giants that seek to discourage you
Slaying the Giants in Your Life 2009-06-21 if you could spend a few minutes with the
giants of faith in the old testament in person what lessons would they share with you
in learning from the giants john c maxwell draws on fifty years of studying the bible
to share the stories of elijah elisha job jacob deborah isaiah jonah joshua and daniel
these people fought and won epic battles served kings and endured great hardships for
god to come out on the other side transformed through his grace through them maxwell
explores timeless lessons we can learn about leadership ourselves and our relationship
with god
Learning from the Giants 2014-11-11 pastor louie giglio examines the story of david and
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goliath to reveal how we must slay the giants of fear rejection complacency anxiety
anger and addiction in our lives
Goliath Must Fall Study Guide with DVD 2022-10-25 facing lions giants other big dudes
is a fun 8 week fill in the blank circle the answer workbook it captivates kids with
exciting bible adventures and walks them through kid focused application questions to
discover how they personally can live with courage david reveals how to face personal
giants joshua shows kids how to deal with daunting walls jehoshaphat teaches what to do
when you re outnumbered and with peter kids learn how to say the right thing despite
opposition facing lions giants other big dudes will help your students become courage
superstars here s what others say it was cool how these men had courage to conquer
their enemies with god s help alexander walsh student age 9 rochester hills mi
adventure filled bible stories captured my sons attention made them think about living
out courage in their lives loved the clear explanation of accepting jesus as savior
kevin meek campus pastor the orchard evangelical free church arlington heights il this
series is great one of a kind i love how scripture s presented discussed reviewed and
applied to everyday life don pedde campus pastor woodside bible church warren mi it d
be great if churches got hold of this series and made books available for children in
the summer joelle benson mom of 4 sioux falls sd talented children s writer great
communicator of god s word language flow and humor were so inviting for my children
mary hankins homeschool mom rochester hills mi creative varied interactions with
scripture really help kids make god s truth their own karen shive family counselor
oakland mi
Facing Lions, Giants and Other Big Dudes 2008-12 how do we overcome those battles in
our lives that we always seem to be fighting learn to overcome the giants in your life
the fears and insecurities that keep you from reaching your full potential it s likely
you have a threatening giant in your life an adversary or stronghold that s diminishing
your ability to live a full and free life frozen in the grip of rejection fear anger or
addiction we lose sight of the promise god has for our lives demoralized and defeated
we settle for far less than his best in goliath must fall pastor louie giglio uncovers
a newfound twist in the classic story of david and goliath it is not god s plan for you
to live with a giant standing in the middle of your life demoralizing you day after day
our freedom and god s glory are forever interwoven into one story god does want us to
live free he wants us to recognize that he s already killed the giant in goliath must
fall discover hope and encouragement that god has a better plan for you a plan for you
to live in victory powerful insights from the biblical story of david how to silence
your giants once and for all the key to living free from our giants is not better
slingshot accuracy but keeping our eyes on the one and only giant slayer jesus once you
understand the source of your giants you can ensure that whatever your affliction is it
can will and must fall with the power of jesus put your hope in god and watch goliath
fall
Goliath Must Fall 2017-05-23 motivational guru john c maxwell finds inspiration and
encouragement in the lives of old testament personalities
Running with the Giants 2008-11-16 if you could spend a few minutes with biblical
heroines ruth sarah mary and others what valuable lessons would they share with you in
the tradition of running with the giants and learning from the giants john maxwell
shares wisdom on life and leadership inspired by the bible this time focusing solely on
the stories of nine incredible women learn how god blesses the promises you keep to him
why you should follow your heart to find your hope and how not to miss your moment with
god read on your own or study with a group using the provided faith building questions
you ll enjoy the journey with maxwell as he imagines what it would be like to visit
heaven and meet giants of the faith who had their lives transformed by god you ll gain
insights from ruth for when you must make a decision but don t know what to do sarah
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for when you can t understand god and impatience threatens to overwhelm you mary for
when god asks you to do something outside of your comfort zone the women who influenced
maxwell inspired this book and he includes the perspectives of those closest to him in
this volume they and the giants of the faith who continue to inspire them will
encourage you to fulfill your destiny and leave a lasting positive impression on your
family and the world
Bible Giants of Faith 2018-06-06 overcome giants and experience a life changing
relationship with jesus christ when it comes to their spiritual journey many men feel
defeated hindered by giants they stand motionless feeling like wimps instead of
warriors whether they feel intimidated unmotivated or just downright out of touch with
what it means to pursue a relationship with god facing goliath offers help to every man
who wants to overcome his giants and experience a life changing relationship with jesus
christ addressing topics like intellectual doubt fear pride and selfishness men will
find practical steps to discovering the answers to questions of faith salvation and
spiritual growth this discipleship game plan will help men learn christian essentials
in a way that appeals to those who are seeking what it means to be a follower of jesus
and those who have already found jesus and want to grow
Taking Down Goliath: Overcoming the Giants That Every Man Faces 2011-04 the lord is
greater than the giants you face 1 john 4 4 this inspirational blank journal features a
white bible verse on the front and a full cover image of a forest filled with bluebells
the light shining through the trees reminds us that god will light our path use this
versatile book for journaling taking sermon notes bible study prayer requests or just
writing down your hopes and dreams it s the perfect gift for any occasion easter mother
s day valentine s day first communion confirmation graduation birthdays or christmas
reliable standards book industry perfect binding the same standard binding as the books
in your local library tough matte paperback cover crisp white paper with quality that
minimizes ink bleed through the book is great for artists and writers to use either pen
or pencil features include 108 white pages with light gray lines and a subtle leaf at
the top of each page gorgeously designed cover 6 x 9 inch 15 2 x 22 9 cm dimensions the
ideal size for all purposes fitting perfectly into a bag purse or backpack
Wisdom from Women in the Bible 2015-03-31 the name goliath is synonymous with the topic
of biblical giants however when we view the text in its entirety it becomes clear that
giants play a much larger role within the narrative appearing in both the old and new
testaments they emerge in the bible not always in physical form but rather through the
themes of the high and low pride versus humility in this it becomes clear that god
opposes the proud but gives grace to the humble yet how do these gigantic stories add
to the narrative as a whole by studying the battles of the ancient world and the prose
of kings and prophets taylor j murray observes the pattern that runs through the very
fabric of the biblical text noting how it reveals the underpinning of the kingdom of
god indeed we must let the same mind be in us that was in christ jesus we must be small
so that we can make the kingdom big
Facing Goliath 2013-05-17 all of us deal with the threat of spiritual giants in our
lives loneliness doubt guilt temptation failure and more now revised and updated this
classic work from dr david jeremiah shows us the path to victory
The Lord Is Greater Than the Giants You Face 2019-01-05 the bible states in genesis
chapter 6 that giants inhabited the earth both before and after the flood recorded in
noah s life who were these giants when and where did they live how did they originate
how large were they is there any archeological evidence of them what happened to them
rather than relying on speculation and theories as to the origin of the giants and
other questions concerning them this book takes a unique approach and seeks out answers
from a biblical standpoint what about giants in the bible takes the time to explore the
section of scripture from genesis chapter 6 that has been so difficult to understand it
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is a study of the scriptures allowing the scriptures to reveal the answers what about
giants in the bible is a topic i have never studied and i m sure many will be amazed as
i was at how much information there is about giants in the bible i have long held the
position that true science never contradicts the scriptures when they are rightly
understood your presentation with the biblical evidence as well as scientific and
historical evidence gave me a much greater understanding and i was very inspired by
abraham moses joshua caleb and david in seeing their great trust in god as they faced
real physical giants your book was informative interesting and inspiring mike
verdicchio minister radio talk show host and author donnie makes quite a superb
presentation on giants in his book this should be considered by any serious student of
old testament history it is very informative and easy to follow a great addition to any
research library roger braker minister and author
Against Giants 2014-04-09 a six week bible study into the rich content of the book if
you give a girl a giant study the book individually or join with a group to fully
understand the weapons god gives us to face giants the giant of discouragementthe giant
of defeatthe giant of fearthe giant of selfwe are not equipped to fight the battle
alone but god helps us outsmart and slay each giant who dares to raise his ugly head
unless we have god s weapons we will never reach the exceptional potential he has
planned for us fight for your life six weekssix days each week include reading
assignments and questions to take you deeper into the amazing truth from an unknown
passage in the old testament questionsdiscussionsprayershelp
Slaying the Giants in Your Life 2019-06-18 whether you are teaching a sunday school
class leading a small group discipling an individual or studying on your own this study
guide is designed for you each lesson consists of the lesson text outline teacher s
guide discipleship questions answer key and scriptures as a bonus you can download pdfs
of the outlines discipleship questions and scriptures for each lesson in this study
guide
What about Giants in the Bible? 2017-01-26 probably one of the most well known
characters in the bible is david he grew up a shepherd boy and defeated a giant named
goliath and then went on to be king of israel while king david made some serious
mistakes however david didn t try to place the blame on other people he took
responsibility and shouldered the blame himself by doing this he was described by god
as a man after his own heart in this book you will learn that god has a good plan for
every individual but sometimes you can thwart that plan by your own desire to fulfill
certain desires and dreams but god s grace can bring you back to the plan that god has
for you even though david made some mistakes and even cost people their lives he
repented and was able to turn the direction of those mistakes to want to serve the lord
god s grace is evident through the entire life of david rather than having to go
through your own hard knocks the author encourages the reader to learn from these life
lessons from david
Study Guide If You Give a Girl a Giant 2019-04-19 if the bible isn t a science book or
an instruction manual what is it what do people mean when they say the bible is
inspired when new york times bestselling author rachel held evans found herself asking
these questions she embarked on a journey to better understand what the bible is and
how it s meant to be read what she discovered changed her and it can change you too
evans knows firsthand how a relationship with the bible can be as real and as
complicated as a relationship with a family member or close friend in inspired evans
explores contradictions and questions from her own experiences with the bible including
if the bible was supposed to explain the mysteries of life why does it leave the reader
with so many questions what does it mean to be chosen by god to what degree did the
holy spirit guide the preservation of these narratives and is there something sacred to
be uncovered beneath all these human fingerprints if the bible has given voice to the
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oppressed why is it also used as justification by their oppressors drawing on the best
in biblical scholarship and using her well honed literary expertise evans examines some
of our favorite bible stories and possible interpretations retelling them through
memoir original poetry short stories and even a short screenplay undaunted by the bible
s most difficult passages and unafraid to ask the hard questions evans wrestles through
the process of doubting imagining and debating the mysteries surrounding scripture
discover alongside evans that the bible is not a static text but a living breathing
captivating and confounding book that can equip us and inspire us to join god s loving
and redemptive work in the world
Lessons From David Study Guide 2022-02-01 bible giants of faith this book reveals how
ordinary people in the bible seized the opportunity to move the hands of god into
performing miracles in their lives not only does god has unlimited power to make things
happen but people categorized as ordinary people can also break the world record with
their faith you can be sure that reading about great men and women of the bible from
this book will motivate you into putting your faith to practice and moving the hands of
god into performing his wonders in your life in the end you will realize that god doesn
t need all your fancy credentials to perform his miracles he only needs your faith and
action this is more than just a book the bible study guides you are up for a faith
challenge with this book handy grab your copy now
Lessons from David 2014-05-01 recognize who you are claim the capabilities you already
have and learn to stand up to the challenges that sometimes overwhelm you even when you
yourself are the challenge
Inspired 2018-06-12 the lord is bigger than the giants you face notebook journal diary
to write in for organizing and recording thoughts creative writing and or scheduling
makes and amazing gift for any occasion including christmas birthdays anniversaries and
more 120 pages sized at a perfect 6 x9 flexible paperback softcover binding
Facing Your Giants 2006 there were giants in the earth in those days and also after
that when the sons of god came in unto the daughters of men and they bare children to
them gen 6 4 kjv it didn t take long after creation before satan in his jealousy toward
the newly created humans found a way to manipulate them into trading perfection for the
death that comes through sin but god still loved them anyway satan vowed to find a way
to destroy them himself so he charged one of his most devious minions azazel with two
tasks to reach his goal he was to teach the humans war and corrupt the human bloodlines
this led to the birth of the nephilim giants who were to wreak havoc on the people of
the earth standing in his way was enoch a man who walked with god when azazel devises a
plan to kill him he discovers that he is up against an obstacle even larger than his
giant sons the immovable faith of enoch and his son methuselah with the help of the
creator and a few giant friends of their own they are able to triumph over colossal
evil in this action packed adventure set during the pre flood era of the earth
Giants, Grapes and Grasshoppers 2011-02-11 goliath was not the only giant david faced
in this thirteen lesson curriculum discover how you too can face your giants in the
strength of the lord lesson topics include dare to answer god s call dare to take on
giants dare to serve the king dare to be a leader dare to listen to wise counsel dare
to be a real friend dare to love your enemies dare to stay clean dare to accept
correction dare to raise your children for god dare to be meek dare to show the way for
others dare to walk with god
Bible Giants of Faith 2018-01-19 it has often been said that relationships are one of
the most important aspects of life and king david s story is a testament to this truth
as an unforgettable figure in the bible david is renowned for writing the psalms
becoming the most influential worship leader and conquering armies and a formidable
giant yet in an interesting look at david s journey the giant david could not kill
author bob mitchell reveals the tasks that david could not do alone and the lessons we
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can learn from them as they are the moments in which relationships play a key role in
david s life mitchell s groundbreaking work offers a fresh retelling of the story of
david showcasing a broader perspective of not only the principles and truths within
david s life but also the people who helped david grow into the man of anointing and
maturity that would serve a grand purpose in god s eternal plan
Five Stones 2014-08-19 in uncommon bible study outlines and messages jim burns equips
leaders with great bible study topics and message ideas to use with youth groups
whether chosen as the main focus of the youth meeting or used to supplement other
material the ideas in this book will engage and stimulate students to discover what the
bible has to say about issues that impact their world spanning the old and new
testaments topics addressed include faith anger loneliness forgiveness self image
calling from god servanthood temptation suffering developing christian character and
much more these easily adaptable message outlines for large groups and bible study
outlines for small groups will empower youth workers as they plant seeds in the lives
of junior high and high school students
The Lord Is Bigger Than The Giants You Face 2019-05-13 what i appreciate about there
were giants on the earth in those days and also after that is that it is not only
intelligible but is enjoyable to read it doesn t require the reader to know a lot about
eschatology but provides them a learning experience as the author has done extensive
research and study to uncover the mysteries of the bible which has all the answers it
tells what is going to happen in the future the book deals with how lucifer was cast
out of heaven when he rebelled against god and how sin first entered into the world in
the garden of eden it shows how satan has battled against god and his plan to provide
salvation through faith in jesus christ subjects like giants in the land the flood
false religions islam secret societies ufos and others are discussed the federal
reserve and haarp by which they are trying to control the weather the rapture the new
world order the mark of the beast and the antichrist are all dealt with according to
the word of god i recommend the entire book be read in order to experience the benefits
of the author s laborious efforts to cover the past the present and the future of our
world rev david lathrem associate pastor lee boulevard baptist church
Taking Down Goliath - Participant Book 2011-01-01 this book is a study on the
development of great faith which jesus simply defined as the understanding of authority
did jesus really mean it when he said we could do the same things he was doing is it
really possible to increase our faith to the point of producing the same miracles that
he did is jesus promise in luke 10 19 that of having authority over all the power of
the devil with nothing hurting us by any means really the truth and if so what is it
that we are missing why are so many of god s promises overlooked or always presented as
something for someday in the future and how come the church never seems to get there
woudn t you rather have real solutions for people as jesus did instead of just
presenting well thought out excuses on why god isn t doing what he promised wouldn t
you like to have the ability to literally set someone free from satan s power instead
of just talking about it or quoting some religious cliche on why god is allowing such a
thing is it really god who is allowing these awful things that happen to us or is it
because we ve dropped the ball somewhere and we don t really know what we re doing what
does it really take to be like jesus in his stead as he commanded us to be the answers
are found in the bible if we really want to know everyone thinks they have faith but we
don t want to find out when we need it the most that it just isn t there this is not a
book for lightweights if you re serious about god ministry and the ability to prove
that the gospel is true you need this book if you re waiting for god to show up and do
something about your storm you don t understand authority the policeman doesn t call
the mayor to come out and fix a traffic problem or make an arrest the policeman a
person who has been given authority has that power with him at all times jesus never
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asked god to heal anyone he used his authority in most every situation and then told
his disciples to go and do the same thing so what are you going to do will you keep
begging god or will you finally learn what jesus clearly showed us to do all of your
questions will be thoroughly investigated and answered in this book with the authority
of the scriptures backing everything said jesus in his ministry on earth occasionally
had the opportunity to be pleased with some who had great faith but more frequently he
encountered those who only possessed a disappointing amount of little faith that should
tell us that there is more to be had and this common misunderstood idea of a small
amount of faith being good enough for anything is not what jesus actually said what
jesus actually meant is explained in the book do you know that faith is a choice based
on real knowledge faith is not this nebulous indifinable thing that everyone makes up
at their own discretion from whatever ideas they have floating around in their minds
the very word pistis which translates into english as faith means to know there are
things you need to know before you can choose to believe them and with knowledge great
faith isn t as far out of reach as you might think it is our purpose to help you gain
such knowledge in this book you will not be disappointed discover the real gospel you
will never be the same our first informal review on this book came from one of our
editors he said this i could tell i had more faith after reading the first couple of
chapters faith comes from hearing but you must hear the right things read and learn
Giants in the Earth 2012
Facing Goliath Curriculum (Student Edition) 2013-10-10
The Giant David Could Not Kill: Why You Need Others to Build an Epic Life 2019-06-18
Uncommon Bible Study, Outlines & Messages 2008-08-01
There Were Giants on the Earth in Those Days... and Also After That 2015-01-26
Run to the Giant 2018-07-31
Taking Down Goliath - Leader Guide 2011-01-01
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